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Biography has always been a very popular subject for academic study and 
publication. The lives of great men and women from history and from 
contemporary life continue to fascinate and intrigue us, and their 
autobiographies and biographies often provide valuable insights into historical 
events and movements as well as shining a light onto their personal 
motivations and preoccupations. As David Sugarman explains in his keynote 
special issue article on alternative visions of legal biography, legal biographies 
have had something of a renaissance recently with a number of legal 
biographies being published on such diverse legal figures as Kahn-Freud, 
Hughes Parry and Gwyneth Bebb as well as exciting new institutional 
initiatives being established such as the Eminent Scholars Archive at the 
University of Cambridge1 and the LSE Legal Biography Project2. He argues 
persuasively that we may be witnessing a turning point in legal scholarship at 
the moment with the strong possibility that legal biography writing will become 
an increasingly important area for legal research in the future. 
 
This interesting idea of a turning point in legal scholarship, the methodological 
considerations and problems involved in doing archival research for legal 
biographies and the ongoing difficulties for scholars in identifying the key 
sources for the legal biography research, were the three main reasons why a 
national socio-legal training day on legal biography was organised by the 
Institute of Advanced Legal Studies, the British Library and the Socio-Legal 
Studies Association and held at IALS in May 2013. Jon Sims, Curator for law 
and socio-legal studies at the British Library, Professor Linda Mulcahy at the 
LSE and the SLSA and myself were keen to provide a national forum for 
interested academics to discuss the recent renaissance in legal biography 
research and for methodological issues to be raised and discussed. We also 
wanted expert librarians and archivists to highlight the usefulness of their rich 
and diverse collections for legal biography research. The national socio-legal 
training day proved to be very popular and successful with much discussion 
between the speakers and the attendees throughout the programme. The 
articles included in this special issue of Legal Information Management derive 
from the inspiring presentations during that day. 
 
LEGAL BIOGRAPHY RESEARCH - METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 
 
As well as David Sugarman’s keynote article which summarises the current 
position of legal biography in legal scholarship, several other academics have 
written brief articles on the methodological considerations and problems of 
archival research for legal biographies. Rosemary Auchmuty from Reading 
University discusses how she diligently researched the life story of Gwyneth 
Bebb (the woman at the heart of the seminal Bebb v The Law Society case 
which concerned women’s admission to the legal profession) who sadly left so 
little trace of her life in historical records. Linda Mulcahy at LSE and Les 
Moran at Birkbeck both write on different legal biographical topics, but both 
show so well how paying closer attention to historical paintings and judicial 
portraits can assist legal biographers with their research. Finally in 
researching the British Constitutionalist Sir Ivor Jennings (1903-1965), Mara 
Malagodi at LSE highlights why the collection of his private papers held at the 
Institute of Commonwealth Studies in London has been so under-researched. 
 
LEGAL BIOGRAPHY RESEARCH – LIBRARY AND ARCHIVE SOURCES 
 
The brief articles by academics on methodological issues, are followed by a 
number of longer articles by librarians and archivists highlighting how the 
collections of important research libraries and archive sources can be so 
useful for legal biography research. Jon Sims writes so well on the huge and 
diverse collections at the British Library, Elizabeth Dawson summarises the 
interesting and unique archival sources for legal biography at IALS Library, 
whilst Susannah Rayner introduces the rich and surprising archival collections 
held at SOAS Library. Lesley Dingle’s article is a fascinating description of the 
setting up and development of the wonderful Eminent Scholars Archive at the 
Squire Law Library in the University of Cambridge. This unique digital archive 
provides rare insights into the careers of legal scholars, jurists and 
practitioners with connections to Cambridge. Finally Guy Holborn, Librarian at 
Lincoln’s Inn and adviser to the LSE Legal Biography Project, discusses how 
the rich archives at the Inns of Court can assist legal biographers with their 




It is hoped that these special issue articles will help us to understand more the 
varied methodological concerns and problems of legal biography researchers, 
as well as helping to highlight the many research libraries and specialist 
archives which can provide expert assistance with legal biography research. 
 
Finally I can report that the national training day on legal biography has 
already contributed to the debate in academic circles on the apparent 
renaissance in legal biography research. Linda Mulcahy and David Sugarman 
have since gone on to co-edit a series of articles on legal biography (written 
mostly by the authors contained in this Legal Information Management issue) 
which will be published in a special issue of the Journal of Law and Society in 
2015. They kindly acknowledge their debt to the joint IALS, British Library, 
Socio-Legal Studies Association national training day in their official proposal. 
This is an unexpected, but very pleasing additional outcome of a stimulating 
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1 Eminent Scholars Archive: http://www.squire.law.cam.ac.uk/eminent_scholars/ 
2 LSE Legal Biography Project: http://www.lse.ac.uk/collections/law/projects/legalbiog/lbp.htm 
 
